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Town Celebrates 60 Years
LOS ALTOS HILLS
1956 – 2016

1

Number of government
employees in 1956

20

Number of government
employees in 2016

2,500

Population in 1956

8,341

Population in 2016

$35,000
Median home price
in 1956

$3.83M
Median home
price in 2016

O

n January 10, 1956, residents braved the rain to vote on
a ballot to incorporate the Town of Los Altos Hills. When
the polls closed, the ballot won by a slight margin: 424

yes votes to 339 no votes. A few weeks later, the Town Los Altos Hills
was officially incorporated on January 27, becoming the fourteenth
city in Santa Clara County, with a population of about 2,500 residents.
January 27, 2016, thus marks the town’s 60th anniversary, recognizing
those early voters’ determination and foresight.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 2]

The Town of Los Altos Hills was born out of need to be an independent city
– preserving its uniqueness within the Santa Clara Valley as a beautiful rural
community with peaceful vistas of rolling foothills and natural open space.

T

o celebrate the town’s 60th
anniversary, a dinner dance gala
will be held at the Los Altos
Golf and Country Club. The event
will be held at 6:00 p.m. on Saturday,
January 30, 2016, commencing at 6
p.m. The event will be cocktail attire.
In early January, invitations will be
mailed to all residents; however only
the first 250 first respondents because
space is limited. Residents who do not
want to miss this event are encouraged
to mail in their reservation to Town
Hall in December. Tickets are $125
per person. Reservations can be made
on the town’s website. Please include a
note containing names as they should
appear on name tags, along with
address, telephone, and email contact
information. Reservations will be
accepted in the order of receipt.
To celebrate the town’s 50th anniversary the town formed an ad hoc
historical committee, headed by Duffy
Price, to develop a historical display.
The display gathered all the threads of
the events and people that have formed
and shaped the community over the
decades. It weaves these threads into a
cohesive narrative and visual tapestry,
reflecting the town’s unique heritage,
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values, and personalities. It served not
only as a tribute to its residents who
have woven their names in this tapestry
through their spirit and strife, but it
also served as a valuable, historical
record of a town that has slowly
changed over half a century.
A new panel, which highlights the
key events of the last decade, will be
created to celebrate the town’s 60th
anniversary. It will be on display, along
with the other panels, in the lobby
of Town Hall in January. The display
will be accompanied by a video that
provides oral histories of the town,
drawing from archival and recent
interviews.
On January 27, 2016, the Los
Altos Town Crier will be publishing a
special 60th anniversary commemorative magazine. The 48-page magazine
will include articles written by town
residents to detail local history and the
town’s heritage, the formation of the
town, the town’s mayors and notable
residents, education, lifestyle, and
other topics. The magazine will be
donated by the Los Altos Town Crier as
a gift to the town. For many residents
this will be a valuable keepsake.

TOWN HALL

FROM THE CITY MANAGER

Property Tax Allocation

F

or more than 30 years, four
cities — including Los Altos
Hills, Saratoga, Monte Sereno,
and Cupertino — have not received
an equitable allocation of property
tax revenue from the State. This
inequity originated with the passage
of Prop 13 in 1978. Cities with no or
low property tax rates including Los
Altos Hills were ironically impacted
the most because property
tax allocations were
locked in at the pre-Prop
13 rates. Section 98 of
the California Revenue
and Taxation Code was
then passed to correct the
situation, giving qualified
Carl Cahill
cities what is referred to
as Tax Equity Allocation funding
(TEA). TEA cities in California
receive a minimum property tax
allocation of seven percent or seven
cents of every property tax dollar.
However, subsequent legislation (AB
1175) allowed Santa Clara County
to allocate only 55% of the required
TEA to the Town of Los Altos Hills
and the other three cities.
In 2007, due to the collective
efforts of the four cities, which
included hiring a lobbyist, AB 117
was approved. The bill repealed the
55% limit and restored the full TEA
funding to the four cities. However,
property tax revenues remained
impacted because the four cities were

compelled by the State to reimburse
a disproportionate share of educational revenue augmentation funds or
ERAF to the State as a condition of
approval of AB 117. As a result, the
town’s effective property tax allocation, at an average of 5.5%, was still
less than the minimum received by
most other California cities
This problem has finally been
fixed as a result of multi-year effort
by the councilmembers, staff, and the
town’s elected State representatives.
The bill that corrects this longstanding inequity, SB 107, was signed
into law on September 22 by the
Governor as part of the State’s budget
and will end the excessive ERAF
reimbursement requirement. The full
share of the cities’ property tax allocation will be phased in over the next
five years. In total, the revenue value
to the four cities is estimated at $2.57
million annually. This includes by
the fifth year $320,000 for Los Altos
Hills, $1.4 million for Cupertino,
$650,000 for Saratoga, and $200,000
for Monte Sereno.
Since property tax revenue is the
greatest source of income for Los
Altos Hills, correcting this 30-year
inequity in property tax distribution
will go a long way in allowing the
town to continue funding critical
services such as public safety and
infrastructure improvements.

Aircraft Noise

I

n the past six months the
town has received at least three
complaints about excessive
aircraft noise. Regulation of aircraft
noise falls under the jurisdiction of
the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) and the subject of aircraft
noise and emissions is addressed on
their website. The FAA recommends
complaining to the local airport
where the aircraft are landing.
Town staff encourages residents to
register aircraft noise complaints with
the SFO Noise Abatement Office by
phone, 650-821-4736, or email,
sfo.noise@flysfo.com. It is important
for residents to call directly because
complaint volume makes a difference.
Because the regulation of aircraft
flight patterns is a federal issue,
Congresswoman Anna Eschoo is
leading the fight on aircraft noise for
residents of the 18th Congressional
District. Residents can take a survey
about aircraft noise on her website,
as well as sign up to receive email
updates. Town staff and councilmembers are also helping by staying
informed on the issue and representing the town in regional meetings
when they are scheduled. The city
council also adopted a resolution in
October urging the FAA to address
increased aircraft noise in Los Altos
Hills. Town staff are coordinating
with Palo Alto staff on a pending
technical study.
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I

n September, Pak Lin was promoted from finance manager to
finance and administrative services director. Prior to coming to
Los Altos Hills, Lin was financial services manager for the City
of San Bruno. In a recent interview, she shares the people and experiences that shaped her life and career.

Meet

Pak Lin

Tell us about your current position in the
Town of Los Altos Hills.
My current position is Finance & Administrative Services Director for the Town
of Los Altos Hills. This position involves
oversight of the town’s finances and
employee relations. So far, I have worked
on the Employee Comprehensive Compensation Plan, the 2015-16 Operating and
Capital Budget, and other regulatory modifications to the town’s employee handbook.
How did the previous job prepare you for
your current role?
As a Finance Manager, I was tasked to do
analytics and daily accounting entries. These
tasks help me set better policy and procedural changes to improve internal processes.
Tell us about your education. Where did you
attend college?
I graduated from UC Davis with a managerial economics major. Because the major
is broad in scope, I decided to focus in
accounting. While working at my first two
jobs, I took extension courses to fine-tune
my knowledge of financial accounting.
What got you interested in finance?
I enjoy puzzles and can spend hours
working on them. So when I took my first
accounting class at UC Davis, I realized how
much fun it was to figure out where the
numbers should go. I find great satisfaction
in providing context to numbers. I feel like
I’m a translator of numbers.
Did you have any mentors that helped
shape your career?
I have learned from many mentors who
have been my direct supervisors. Having
worked with four different directors and five
different managers, I take their management
styles and problem-solving skills to heart
and apply it regularly to my professional life.
When I can’t visualize how they would solve
the problem at hand, I call them for advice.
What is the best career advice you ever
received?
A mentor once told me that the true
character of a director is showcased by how
the person solves problems and mistakes
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and not the decisions the person makes at
any given point. This helps alleviate some of
the stress I put on myself to make the right
decision and allow myself to make the best
decision I can at any given point and deal
with problems if and when they arise.
What attracted you to work for the Town of
Los Altos Hills?
The environment and the people attracted
me to work for the town. Prior to applying
for the finance manager position, I
contacted my predecessor and he talked
about the great employees and organization.
Tell us a bit about your early years.
Since I was born, I moved eight times and
soon to be the ninth time. I was born in
Hong Kong and moved to the U.S. with my
parents and my older sister when I was nine.
We lived in Los Angeles for nine years. After
graduation, I moved back and forth between
the Bay Area and Los Angeles.
What are some fond memories of growing
up there?
I loved visiting my dad’s workplace when I
was in Hong Kong. We would take public
transit from Kowloon to Hong Kong Island.
We would stop at Denny’s for breakfast and
a Chinese tea shop for drinks before heading
to his office. When we arrived at his medical
office, I would get lots of attention from
his colleagues and I got to play with various
X-ray equipment in his office.
What was the best advice your parents
ever gave you?
When I was in high school, my dad and
I would do daily walks after dinner and
he would spend hours telling me stories
and linking these stories to important life
lessons. The combination of these facts
helped shape who I am today. One Chinese
proverb that helps inspire me when I feel
overwhelmed is, “Nothing in the world is
difficult for ones who set their mind to it.”
When you are not at work, what are your
favorite hobbies/activities?
Family is very important to me. I spend
most of my free time with my husband and
our three-year-old daughter. I also teach
Sunday School at my local church.

STORMS
ON THE HORIZON

E

ach year, winter brings storms that can wreak havoc on the town’s homes and roadways.
In the past, winter storms have caused floods, landslides, uprooted trees, and downed or
broken utility lines in almost every part of the town. Given predictions of strong winter storms
as a result of El Niño, the town’s public works department is preparing for the worst. As early as
September, the crew began cleaning ditches and storm drains and repairing roadways around town.
Residents should also begin
preparing their homes for winter
storms by sweeping up leaves and
debris to help keep the storm drains
from clogging, and to reduce the
chance of flooding. Free sandbags
will be available to help people in

low-lying neighborhoods protect their
homes. Sandbag-filling stations will
be located near the town’s Corporation Yard located at 27400 Purissima
Road.
Town staff will be on call during
stormy weather to offer quick

PREPARING YOUR HOME FOR STORMS
• Be aware of low-elevation spots that could flood. If your
property has a history of flooding, get sandbags at 27400
Purissima Road before the storm arrives.
• Remove leaves and other debris that may be blocking
storm drains.
• Clean out roof gutters.
• Tie down or properly store outdoor refuse cans, lawn
equipment, decorations and any other lightweight objects
in your yard.
• Check for unstable fences and gates.
• Check for trees and limbs that may be ready to fall.
• Don’t park over drainage inlets.
• Prepare or inventory a basic emergency kit and store it
in an accessible and high place. The kit should include
first aid supplies, medications, flashlight, bottled water,
battery-powered radio, and extra batteries.
• Store drinking water in closed, clean containers in case
water service is interrupted. Allow one gallon of water per
person per day for at least three days.
• Become familiar with your electrical service panel
location and how to operate the main circuit breaker.
• Consider installing a back-flow prevention device if any
of your inside drains or fixtures are lower than the sewer
manhole on the street/easement.
• Prepare written instructions on how to turn off electricity,
gas, and water if authorities advise you to do so. (Note
that you will need a professional to turn them back on.)
• Keep your car fueled.
KEEP SAFE DURING A STORM
• Try to remain home.
• Pet owners should check to be sure pets are secure and
safe.
• Move valuable possessions to higher places in your home.
• Stay away from downed or sagging power lines, streetlights, or traffic signals, and any debris that might be
entangled in them. Stay away from broken gas lines.

response to flooded catch basins,
downed trees, and other hazards.
Residents should call the town at
650-941-7222 or 911 after hours
to report clogged drains, localized
flooding or storm-damaged trees.

• Call or email town staff about street flooding, fallen trees
or limbs, plugged storm drains or culverts, traffic signals
or street lights out, or street signs down. Only downed
trees and limbs that are blocking roadways will be
cleared. Trees or branches that fall on private property
are the responsibility of the property owner. Please
contact a private tree service for tree removal.
• If water has entered a garage or basement, do not walk
through it.
• Do not try to cross flowing water.
• Avoid areas of flooding. Do not try to drive down or across
a flooded road and do not sightsee in flooded areas or try
to enter areas blocked off by authorities.
• If you are asked to leave your property, disconnect all
electrical appliances.
• Tune to KCBS 740 or local TV channels for emergency
advisories and instructions.
KEEPING SAFE AFTER A STORM
• Do not turn gas back on yourself. Call PG&E
800-743-5000.
• Avoid direct contact with floodwater. Wear protective
clothing, including heavy gloves, to remove wet materials
that may be contaminated.
• Follow local instructions regarding the safety of drinking
water.
• Do no use fresh foods or canned goods that have come
in contact with floodwaters.
• Flooded buildings should be pumped out, disinfected,
and dried as quickly as possible to prevent mold.
• Do not handle live electrical equipment in wet areas.
Have them checked before use.
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
• Life threatening emergencies, call 911.
• PG&E’s 24-Hour Call Center Line: 800-743-5000.
• Town staff: 650-941-7222 or 911 after hours.
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PLUTO
N
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I

n July 2015, after an almost 10-year journey from
Earth, a small and agile spacecraft named New
Horizons flew by the dwarf planet Pluto. Until its
encounter, little was known about Pluto and its
family of five moons, one of which (Charon) is half of
Pluto’s size.

NASA’s New Horizons
Spacecraft, launched
from Cape Canaveral
on January 19, 2006,
is controlled from
the Applied Physics
Laboratory at Johns
Hopkins University.

Scientists did know that Pluto is solid,
whereas the other outer planets were mostly gas
and liquid. Its oval orbit varies its distance from
the Sun more than any of the larger planets,
even bringing it (somewhat rudely) inside the
orbit of Neptune for 20 years out of 250. Scientists also knew that its orbit is tilted relative to
the rest of the solar system, which tends to orbit
in a flat plane. So even before the controversy
about what category of world to put it in, Pluto
was already odd enough to remind us of the
cousin you have to invite to Thanksgiving but
secretly hope won’t come.
The new images from the New Horizons
reveal a partly reddish world, where water is
as hard as rock, and substances that are gas on Earth (like nitrogen) have
become ice fields and moving glaciers. The beautiful color picture transmitted by New Horizons shows a section of Pluto that includes the heartshaped feature named after Clyde Tombaugh, Pluto’s discoverer. The smooth
left lobe (section) of the heart is being called the “Sputnik region,” after the
first satellite humanity ever sent into outer space.
You can see that the Sputnik region (which is about the size of Texas)
has a thicker covering of ice than the right half of the heart. At the top you
see some older, darker, cratered terrain, whereas Sputnik is smooth and
young-looking (no craters, which are a sign of age.)
The inset (upper right) shows Pluto’s moon, Charon, with colors
somewhat exaggerated so we can see contrasts more easily. Note the
striking darker spot near the top of the image, which is informally being
nicknamed “Mordor,” much to the delight of fans of the Lord of the Rings
trilogy. And the large chasm in the middle is at least 1000 miles long, and in
places it is twice as deep as the Grand Canyon. Scientists are still puzzling
over what made each of these large features.
Pluto and Charon are turning out to be a far more fascinating and
complex places than scientists had imagined.
Andrew Fraknoi
Stay tuned, as more images and data reach
teaches introductory astronomy at
Earth in 2016 and teams of planetary
Foothill College.
scientists piece together the story of these
His non-technical
evening course
distant worlds.
on the planets, Astronomy 10A,
starts in January and will cover
the latest about Pluto.

G

HABITAT

Snakes
T

hree native snake species are among those typically encountered in Los Altos
Hills, including one venomous snake, the western rattlesnake, and two snakes
that are harmless to humans — the gopher snake and the king snake.* All of
these snakes help keep our rodent populations in check. The king snake also preys on the
other snakes, including both the gopher snake and the rattlesnake.
The rattlesnake is a pit viper which
kills its prey by biting and injecting
venom while the others are colubrid
snakes, which kill their prey by
constriction. The rattlesnake poses
a danger to humans, but the other
snakes do not.
Gopher snakes are often mistaken
for rattlesnakes, and are killed
unnecessarily. This article

explains the differences so that
hopefully we all make informed
decisions around our snakes, especially since natural gopher control is a
major benefit for the town.

Pacific Gopher Snake

The Pacific gopher snake (Pituophis
catenifer catenifer). This snake ranges
from 2.5 to 7 feet long, and is buff
colored with brown or
black markings. It has
a slender head, body,
and tail, and is
often mistaken as
a rattlesnake due
to its colorings
and behavior.
The gopher
snake occurs in
grassland and finds
shelter under rocks,
logs, boards, and in
rodent burrows. It hunts
mice, rats, squirrels, pocket
gophers, rabbits, birds (to the size
of quail), and lizards. It kills its prey

by constriction. It can climb trees to
hunt bird nests, and it can dig loose
soil. It often remains motionless
when approached, and blends into
the surrounding. It can move quickly
when it feels threatened, and when
cornered it will act like a rattlesnake,
which is probably a behavior that
was positively selected for through
evolution, but is not as beneficial
now. It will coil, draw back, spread
its head, fill its lungs, then lunge and
hiss at the intruder. It will vibrate
its tail, which may sound like rattles
in dry leaves or grass. It may bite a
finger or emit an odor, but otherwise
this snake is harmless. It is a predator
that is useful in the garden because
of the rodent control it provides,
although a single rodent may satisfy a
snake for a week.
Gopher snakes mate in spring or
early summer, lay between 3 and 12
eggs in sandy soil or under rocks, and
hatchlings (up to 16 inches long)
emerge 2 to 2.5 months later. As a
result, you may see these snakes in

*Residents may also encounter garter snakes, which are
not dangerous. They will be covered in a future article.

your yard in mid- to late-summer.
Search for “gopher snake” on
YouTube to watch a gopher snake
defend itself.

Western Rattlesnake

There are seven different species of
rattlesnakes found in California, and
just one — the Northern Pacific
(Western) rattlesnake (Crotalus
oreganus oreganus) — is found in our
region. This snake grows up to 5 feet
long, with a girth to 5 inches. It is a
heavy-bodied snake with a distinctly
diamond -shaped head and rattles on
its tail (even when very small). It is
yellowish or greyish brown with dark
brown or black blotches along its
back that have a somewhat diamond
shape. It is found in grassland, brush,
rock outcrops, and woodpiles. Rattlesnakes rarely strike unless harassed,
handled, or stepped on, but are quick
to warn intruders. Rattlesnakes are
live-bearing and give birth to 3-16
young in July and August. Rattling
sounds can be heard at: http://bit.
ly/1PV7vCY. The best action is to
step away, leave the snake alone, and
call a professional for removal, if
necessary.

and pause to let a snake pass if it is
on the trail. If it doesn’t move it may
be digesting prey. In that case you
may be able to carefully step over the
snake. If you hear a rattlesnake shake
its tail, identify its location quickly
and move away. It will not strike
unless it is severely threatened by
being stepped on.
If you encounter a non-venomous
snake and would like to move it to
a safer part of the yard, use a golf
club, or similar shaped stick, to pick
up the snake and gently place it into
a pillowcase. They are calmer in a
pillowcase than in a bucket. Gently
release them to natural habitat in
your yard or nearby. Unfortunately,
rattlesnakes are territorial and are
not easily moved. If you encounter
a rattlesnake and want it removed,

contact Santa Clara County Animal
Control.

Snakebites

A rattlesnake bite will have one to
two puncture wounds with intense
burning pain. In that event, immediately dial 911 and describe the
approximate size of the snake. Stay
calm and still (do not run) if possible,
keeping the affected part of your
body below the level of your heart.
Snakebite kits are not recommended
because they can cause more harm.
If the snake bite shows a mark but
there is no pain, most likely it is not a
rattlesnake; however seek immediate
medical attention.
Taylor Vanderlip is an environmental
consultant specializing in biological issues.

I DE NT I F Y I NG S N A KE S

VENOMOUS SNAKES
Rattle

Thick dull, rough body

Triangular head

King Snake

The king snake (Lampropeltis getulus)
is strikingly beautiful, and grows up
to 3.5 feet long. It is brownish black
with yellow, creamy, and sometimes
red rings along the body. The king
snake pursues and captures other
snakes, including rattlesnakes, since
it is immune to the venom. Like the
other snakes it also eats lizards, birds
and their eggs, mice, and pocket
gophers; although it is mainly terrestrial, it can climb trees to hunt bird
nests. It kills its prey by constriction.
The king snake is active during the
day and at dusk. It lays 6-12 eggs in
summer, which hatch after about 2.5
months. It is more rare than the other
snakes.

Avoiding Snakes

When moving wood or rock piles,
wear gloves and move pieces slowly,
allowing any snakes that might be
hiding to slither away. When hiking,
look at the trail carefully, especially
in dry chaparral or scrub vegetation,

Rattlesnake
Elliptical pupil
Nostril
Facial pit

NON-VENOMOUS SNAKES
Pointed tail

Slender glossy, smooth body

Slender head

Gopher Snake
Round pupil
Nostril
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Maintaining Sobriety and Managing Addiction

DURING THE HOLIDAYS

F

amily members, friends, and loved ones can play a key role in supporting an
individual with a substance use disorder throughout the recovery process and
helping the person maintain sobriety. It helps to understand how to provide
support during challenging times. A substance use disorder is defined by the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration as “when the persistent
use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically and functionally significant impairment, such
as health problems, disability, and failure to meet major responsibilities at work, school,
or home.” A person in recovery is working towards a new definition of health and
wellness that no longer includes the problematic use of a substance.
For many people, the holidays are a
source of tension, and celebrations often
revolve around substance use. This can
be enormously stressful for a person who
is in recovery. Family get-togethers can
be emotionally loaded. They might serve
as a reminder of past upsetting events,
sibling rivalries, or the feeling of not
being understood or supported. Financial
pressures can increase during the holiday
period, and combined with attempting
to create the perfect holiday celebration,
these stressors can cause added anxiety.
Conversely, not being able to see family
can also be difficult.
Here are ways you can provide support
to someone in recovery during the
holidays:
Discuss fears and apprehensions openly.
Make a plan to handle anticipated challenges or triggers. The plan might include

noticing early warning signs of relapse
10 Our Town | December 2015

such as irritability, worsening anxiety
and depression, and avoidance as soon as
possible. Talking about the signs rather
than ignoring them or pretending that
they don’t exist and agreeing to contact
someone to support recovery and prevent
relapse is part of a strong plan.
Consider creating new holiday traditions
to support recovery. Expressing empathy

and solidarity is imperative in supporting
someone with a substance use disorder
through the holidays and stressful times.
One option is to help the individual
create new positive holiday traditions that
replace ones that have a history of being
tense or tiring. Ideas include creating a
signature non-alcoholic drink to serve,
organizing a walk or outdoor activity, and
inviting people who support sobriety to
celebrations.
Encourage and support the attendance
of recovery support meetings. These groups

often have substance-free celebrations

and activities. If your loved one chooses
to attend one of those activities, applaud
their decision instead of expecting them to
attend events that may be triggering
for them.
Use the holidays as an opportunity to give
back to others — volunteer with your loved
one by offering your time to an organization in need. Volunteering can provide a

sense of purpose and connection to your
community. The holiday season can be
a perfect time to find an organization
looking for extra help. Volunteerism
allows people to find satisfaction in
supporting someone else in their time of
need which can help improve a person’s
mood and alleviate stress.
Contact your local resource center
or hospital to ask for information about
treatment programs and support. El
Camino Hospital provides an evening
outpatient addiction treatment program
and a day treatment program for individuals who have a dual diagnosis of
a substance use disorder and a mental
health condition. If you are interested in
learning more about these programs or
would like information on other resources
in the community, please call 650-9888468 or toll-free at 866-789-6089. For a
calendar of support group meetings and
additional information please visit
elcaminohospital.org/mentalhealth?LAH.

E

Fire Department
Earns Accreditation

ach public school will have information nights for
prospective parents. Each principal will offer tours
or meetings to answer questions in more detail. The
events for incoming kindergartners and new families
for elementary schools are easy to find on district web
sites. For the middle, junior high, and high schools, these
events are advertised to incoming grades at the feeder
schools through school newsletters. If your child is not
currently enrolled in a feeder school for your prospective secondary school, inquire at your district office and
websites about information events and how you and your
child may participate.
Residents are fortunate to enjoy top-ranked neighborhood schools. However, you may want to choose one
of the unique, specialize programs available at area
schools. Many of the secondary schools have “school
within a school” tracks or alternate programs. Ask about
these at your district office.

LEARNING WHAT
YOU NEED TO

Members of SCCFD receive third reaccreditation award from
CFAI in Atlanta, GA in August 2015.

T

he Los Altos Hills County Fire District (LAHCFD)
recently announced that the Santa Clara County
Fire Department (SCCFD), which delivers emergency
response services and fire protection for the District of
Los Altos Hills and the unincorporated areas, was reaccredited in August by the Commission on Fire Accreditation
International (CFAI). The reaccreditation is testimony to the
professional staff, specialized equipment and high level
of readiness for various emergencies and is one of only
17 accredited agencies in California. Residents will notice
that the fire engines that respond to emergencies will be
displaying the CFAI accreditation seal on their windows
(shown below).
This is the third accreditation earned by the SCCFD
and will be valid through 2020. The accreditation process
involves a comprehensive evaluation model that enables
organizations to examine past, current, and future fire
service levels and compare them to industry best practices.
This distinction is important not only to the entire fire
department, but also to the residents of Los Altos Hills
because it ensures that the SCCFD is providing the highest
level of governance, resources, community education, fire
prevention, response, training, finance, communication,
goals, objectives, and service to the community.
To learn more about the SCCFD visit www.sccfd.org.
Fore more information about fire accreditation visit
www.publicsafetyexcellence.org.

CHOOSE A SCHOOL
Pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten: Parents are not
required to enroll their children into pre-kindergarten
or kindergarten. However, enrollment in kindergarten
holds a spot for a child in the school where they are
enrolled for elementary school. Pre-kindergarten options
for children aged four and five are offered by request in
each of the school districts. Pre-kindergarten programs
are often located at a different school site than the
elementary school.
Transfer to a Different Neighborhood School:
School districts allow students to transfer to other
neighborhood schools within their districts, if space is
available. This is called an “intra-district transfer.” Visit
your district office to inquire directly about what options
are available for students in elementary and secondary
school.
Bullis Charter School: As a K-8 public charter
school serving Santa Clara County, all residents of
Los Altos Hills can apply to this school. Entrance is
determined by lottery. Priority is given to siblings and
residents living in the LASD area. To learn more, visit
www.bullischarterschool.com.
Choice Schools in Palo Alto: The current Choice
programs are Spanish Immersion (Escondido), Mandarin
Immersion (Ohlone), Structured Instruction (Hoover),
and School Farm with project-based learning (Ohlone).
Entrance to a Choice program is determined by lottery.
Also, Palo Alto is evaluating whether or not to open a new
secondary school which may be a Choice program, but
this will not be known until January, 2016 at the earliest.
For details, visit www.pausd.org/registration.
Gardner Bullis School: Los Altos Hills students in
Palo Alto Unified may attend the only public school in
town. This is a reversible “inter-district transfer” (IDT)
for up to seven years. Students choosing the IDT for
elementary school continue to Terman and Gunn for
secondary school. To find out how, visit: www.pausd.org/
registration. To learn more about Gardner Bullis, visit
www.gardnerbullis.org.
Heather Rose is chair of the Los Altos Hills Education
Committee. For more information, visit
http://losaltoshillseducation.org/
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Sunday, 2:00-5:00 pm
Holiday Barn Lighting
School groups and
individuals are invited to
perform. Call 650-9472518 to sign up. Arts and
crafts, visits with Santa,
pony rides, petting zoo,
and wine tasting.

Dec

17

Food Drive

Open to all ages. Join us
for cookies and cider in
the Parks and Recreation
Building before heading
out to carol. Wear warm
clothes and bring a
flashlight. For more
information call
650-947-2518.

1-21

Los Altos Hills is
partnering with Second
Harvest Food Bank. Drop
off items at Town Hall,
Parks and Recreation
Building or Westwind
Community Barn. Most
needed foods: canned
goods, 100% fruit juices
in single serving boxes,
low-sugar cereals,
peanut butter. Nonperishable foods
only.

Thur., 7:30–9:00 pm
Caroling in the Hills

Los Altos Hills City Council
Courtenay Corrigan, Mayor
John Harpootlian, Mayor Pro Tem
John Radford
Roger Spreen
Gary Waldeck
City Manager
Carl Cahill

Jan

Feb

Sat., 10:00 am–1:00 pm
Technology for Seniors

Friday, 9:00–10:00 am
Recycling Processing
Tour

30

Seniors can bring
their questions about
social media, cameras,
computers, email, and
cell phones. To register,
volunteer, and further
information contact linkagestimebank@gmail.com
or call 650-625-3815.

5

Tour GreenWaste
Recovery, Inc. Material
Recovery Facilities in San
Jose, registration limited
to 10 participants. To
register, email
sgualtieri@losaltoshills.
ca.gov or call 650-9472518.

5

Friday, 7:00–9:00 pm
Teen Movie Night

30

Sat., 6:00–11:00 pm
Los Altos Hills 60th
Anniversary Gala
Celebrate our everchanging community
with dinner, dancing, live
music at Los Altos Golf
and Country Club. For
tickets $125 each visit
losaltoshills.ca.gov.

This free event is hosted
by the Los Altos Hills
Youth Commission. Bring
a sleeping bag, chair,
blanket to the Town Hall
Council Chambers. For
more information call
650-947-2518.

Calendar events are also
posted on town’s website:
www.losaltoshills.ca.gov
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